Corrigendum to Verbatim Report of Fifteenth Meeting of Commission A (E/PC/T/A/PV/15)

The following changes should be made in the speech by Mr. BOGAARDT on pages 46 and 47:

Paragraph 2, 1st line:

In sentence, "I intended to make" change "the amendment" to "this amendment" and add after "my opinion" the words "our case is a very strong one".

Paragraph 2, 2nd line:

After "a striking resemblance" to add: "between the protection in the form of a subsidization and the protection, which may be a result of the price margin changed or allowed by a monopoly of import or export. For both tend to keep up local production".

Paragraph 3, 4th line:

In the sentence "we normally find" delete the word "normally".

Paragraph 3, 6th line:

Change the sentence "we formed a price" into: "We operate a price-stabilization scheme, that is to say that the state monopolist charges the margin between world market prices and the fixed inland prices. It goes without saying that when the world market prices fluctuate, the maximum margin changes accordingly".

Paragraph 4, 2nd line:

In sentence "we explained our position" change the word "paragraph" in "note".

P.T.O.
Paragraph 4, 4th line:
Change the sentence "we cannot fix" into: "As the Netherlands Government has practically no influence on the world market price, for instance for wheat, we can't fix the maximum monopoly margin, as the world market price is an unknown factor to us".

Paragraph 5, 2nd line:
Change in sentence "I want to draw your attention" the words "8 dollar 5 cents" into "85 dollar cents" and add after "3 dollars" the words "a bushel".

Paragraph 5, 4th line:
In sentence "So I think" delete the word "before".

Paragraph 6, 1st line:
In sentence "Mr. Chairman, we tried" change the words "and I think as a result of discussions the difference between" into "and I think that if our discussion has resulted in concluding this commodity-agreement all difficulties and discussions about".

In the same sentence change the word "should" into "could have been".

Paragraph 8, 1st line:
Change in sentence "the first one" "the amendments" into "our amendment".

Paragraph 8, 2nd line:
In sentence "I think there ought to be" change "some close reference" into "some cross reference".

Paragraph 9, 1st line:
In sentence "the second point" change "which is not quite" into "which doesn't affect materially".